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Help in time of crisis

Medaille Trust is one of the UK’s largest
providers of supported accommodation for
victims of modern slavery.
Our national network of safe houses provides
personalised support, empowering clients
on their path to a life free from slavery and
exploitation.
By itself, however, the provision of safe lifechanging accommodation is not enough.
Justice and awareness are also vital.
This is why Medaille Trust closely cooperates
with law-enforcement authorities to inform and
support their work.
Medaille Trust also works in partnership
with like-minded charities in other countries
to help prevent human trafficking and to
support those victims who return home.
We also raise awareness in the UK, through the
likes of our Look Up! awareness campaign with
the Archdiocese of Birmingham and our newly
released cookbook A Taste of Home.
Thank you for your commitment to ending
modern slavery. There are lots of ways for you
to get involved. If you would like to know more,
please get in touch.

Medaille Trust
Cathedral Centre, 3 Ford Street,
Salford M3 6DP
Cover picture by Nigel Bovey
Designed by Sam Moore
Printed by Bensons Printing Company Ltd,
12 Perry Rd, Witham CM8 3YZ
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With the 2020 US presidential election still fresh
in the memory, it is a good time to reflect on the
words of former President Franklin D. Roosevelt,
who said: ‘We have always held to the hope, the
belief, the conviction, that there is a better life, a
better world, beyond the horizon.’
The absence of hope is such a dreadful thing.
Since the pandemic started to get a grip in
the UK in March and we witnessed a rise in
the infection rate, the number of hospital
admissions and, tragically, the number of
Covid-related deaths, I guess many of us have
experienced moments of hopelessness. With
restrictions on our freedom to meet friends
and family, there have been times when there
seemed to be no hope for our future.
I see parallels between temporary Governmentimposed restrictions and the experiences of
the victims of modern slavery that Medaille
supports. Many of our clients have long
experienced restrictions on their freedom,
feared for their lives and given up hope of ever
seeing their family and friends again.

Medaille is helping them to find hope on
the horizon.
We are supporting them as they journey to a
brighter, better future. Every time I step into
one of our safe houses, I see hope rekindling
people’s lives. The light of hope is banishing
darkness. The warmth of hope is healing
wounds. The radiance of hope is birthing belief.
If you support us prayerfully, practically or
financially you are an investor in hope. Thank
you so much.
I pray that you will have a meaningful Advent, a
peaceful Christmas and a happy new year.
Hope is on the horizon, or, as Pope Francis puts
it: ‘Let us never set conditions for God; let us
instead allow hope to conquer our fears.’

Garry Smith
CEO, Medaille Trust

Visit: medaille-trust.org.uk
Email: enquiries@medaille-trust.org.uk
Call: 0800 06 999 16
@medailletrust
Medaille Trust is a registered charity, number 1117830
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House news

Coastal Service

Hope through togetherness

Stories of hope from our safe houses…

Your continued support helps keep
our safe house doors open to victims
of modern slavery throughout the UK.
Thank you.

#EndModernSlavery
Central Service
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We have welcomed many new clients and
some of our existing clients have given birth
to beautiful, healthy babies. One of them gave
birth to a premature baby girl at 32 weeks,

weighing 2 lbs 6 oz. Happily, mum and baby are
doing extremely well.
One of our clients has secured employment with
a food retailer. She is enjoying it immensely and
hopes to find privately rented accommodation.
We are looking forward to Christmas. The
Christmas cake is baked, letters to Santa written
and our children are eagerly awaiting his arrival.

Hope through achievement

In recent months, we’ve had some very positive
exits. One client moved on to supported
housing run by a charity for refugees. We were
able to support her with a visit to the house
and a meeting with charity staff. Another client
took up accommodation organised through
the hosting charity Hope at Home. A first-time
experience, it proved positive for all involved
and has strengthened the relationship between
our services.

Police have been involved in the investigation of
a client since her arrival at the Service. They are
now looking for her trafficker and a European
arrest warrant has been issued. The client is
determined to press ahead with a court case
and seek justice for the way she was treated.

Sadly, we said goodbye to our long-serving
caretaker, Neil, and welcomed Ernest as his
replacement. Ernest has dug a vegetable
patch and we are currently researching lowmaintenance crops. In addition to growing
tasty produce, this will hopefully benefit clients’
mental and physical wellbeing.

London East Service

Hope through hosting

Following an extensive lockdown, we were able
to treat clients to a Covid-secure afternoon
of pizza-eating, singing and dancing at a local
event.

Despite the past few months being difficult
for everyone, we have continued to offer the
best possible service to our clients. Baking
days, crafting days, obstacle races, picnics and
birthday parties are just some of the events
that we’ve held. We have also slowly resumed
our regular activity schedule, including choir
singing and yoga classes.

The first lockdown brought with it an abrupt
end to the academic year. However, after a lull
in their studies, classes relaunched online and
the women adapted accordingly, determined
to finish their various courses in our makeshift
classroom. Covid restrictions remained as the
school year finished and after a summer break
from college, everyone was extremely keen to
re-enroll in classes.

One of our clients hosted an Onam celebration
– a Hindi harvest festival celebrated in
the southern India state of Kerala. Clients
collaborated in cooking up a feast and joined in
the celebrations.
Staff were treated to a surprise lunch organised
by the clients to thank them for everything
they’d done to support them.

In September, our house was buzzing with
studious energy, with the clients engaging
with their new teachers, classmates and
subjects, and helping each other with pieces of
homework.
The distance learning that accompanied the
end of the previous academic year didn’t
hold anyone back and we received a batch of
certificates for the various achievements that
needed celebrating in the house.

One client achieved a top grade in her
accountancy course, another in philosophy,
one in health and social care, and another in life
sciences allied to medicine. Several more are
progressing in their English and maths classes.
The work ethic of our clients is infectious and
inspires the staff in their work. Where so many
factors that decide the fate of people’s lives are
beyond their personal control, it is wonderful
to see clients direct their energies towards
learning, growth and self-development.
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London West Service

Northern Service

Hope through harvest

Hope through ice cream

Although the weather has become colder and
further coronavirus restrictions have been put
into place, the clients at London West have
not let this dampen their autumnal spirits. We
have seen one client enjoy weekly swimming
sessions, especially as she can now swim.
The gardening has continued and clients have
managed to harvest our scruffy, natural and
dynamic garden. One particular client, who is a
culinary queen, used the harvest to cook family
meals for the house.

In August, staff from the Medaille Northern
safe house supported clients on a day trip to
Blackpool. The idea came about after one client
asked how he could get to see the seaside from
the house.
Staff knew this was not advisable for the client
to undertake the trip by himself, as he had told
them that he had never walked on a beach or
swum in the sea before.

Clients have gone on day trips to local high
streets and have treated themselves to things
they have not before; one client brought some
trainers and remarked it ‘was one of the best
days of my life’.

Clients moving on have been among these
celebrations. We are having success with the
Hope at Home hosting scheme, whereby clients
move in with families while they wait for the
next step in their journey towards independent
living.

We have enjoyed one client’s hand-made-fromscratch pizzas. We have had celebrations and
welcomes topped with these top-notch pizzas.

The Hope at Home charity is giving our clients a
more diverse move-on plan and is widely talked
about in London West.

Wondering whether there were other clients for
whom a trip to the seaside would be a welcome
experience, staff arranged an outing for five
clients and headed to the Golden Mile by train.
On arrival, everyone headed straight for the
beach. Here, clients enjoyed the feel of the sand
and water, some of them even braving a dip in
the sea.

We then strolled along the beach and called
into a café for lunch. Everyone seemed to
thoroughly enjoy their food, as the sea air had
made them very hungry.
We then ambled along the world-famous
promenade, taking in the obligatory ice cream
or soft drink, before heading for the train.
All the clients expressed gratitude to the staff
for taking them on such a lovely day out.

Mersey Service

Hope through independence

Southern Service
Hope through cooking

The team at Mersey Service is growing and
new people have joined our enthusiastic crew
Amanda, Chloe and Monika, it’s good to have
you on board. Hopefully, in the near future,
we will attract more male staff to balance the
genders within the service.
Shortly after the first Covid embargo on
movement was withdrawn, three of our clients
successfully secured and moved into longterm accommodation. We are so happy for our
gentlemen and wish them the very best in their
new, independent lives.
Regardless of the pandemic and other obstacles,
we have managed to get contractors on site and
continue to work towards our dream of running
an allotment project for our male clients on the
back of our property. We are very excited to start
growing more vegetables and plants. The stilldeveloping Ed Shed should occupy the minds
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At Southern Service, we have all been excitedly
waiting for our well-used kitchen to be
transformed into a fresh and functional space.
The kitchen is the hub of the house and we
really wanted to provide a place where clients
can enjoy cooking, learning new skills and
spending time together.

of our men with upcycling workshops and the
wherewithal to give forgotten pieces of furniture
a second life.
We are also creating a formal education setting
for our clients, where they can use a friendly
environment for further training and personal
development. The scheme is still in the early
stages here, so watch out for further news.

The installation of the new kitchen has been
a welcoming distraction from focusing on the
pandemic. It has given us all something to look
forward to.
Being without a kitchen for two weeks was
challenging but with the clients’ input we came
up with a well-planned schedule, which was
successfully carried out.
While the kitchen was being refitted, staff
organised days out, when clients enjoyed

beach walks, picnics and visiting more of the
surrounding area.
Clients shared how much they had appreciated
experiencing new places and activities, and
making new memories. They have been amazed
and delighted with the big reveal and have been
working as a team to organise and arrange the
use of the kitchen space together.
Clients have already benefitted from the
improved comfort and practicality, from
learning new soup recipes for the colder days to
enjoying freshly baked goods shared together.
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In the hot seat
Why did you apply for the job?

Independent Anti-Slavery
Commissioner and former
police chief constable,
DAME SARA THORNTON
helps Nigel Bovey with his
enquiries about the fight
against modern slavery.

Because I think it’s outrageous – appalling
– that some people want to remove liberty
from others and control them. It is a huge
challenge with lots to be done and that, for me,
was attractive. I’m not a campaigner but I am
driven.

Dame Sara, when does your role as
Independent Anti-Slavery Commissioner
involve?

I am particularly concerned about long-term
support for survivors. Organisations such
as Medaille are really good at supporting
people in their hour of need. One challenge is
to discover how we can help people recover
their lives and be sustainably independent.
Key to that are good housing, good health
provision and decent work. Another challenge
is prevention. What are the factors that mean
slavery and trafficking are flourishing in the UK
in 2020?

Established by the Modern Slavery Act 2015,
my role is independently to encourage good
practice in the identification of victims and in
the investigation, prevention, detection and
prosecution of Modern Slavery Act offences.
I spend a lot of time talking with groups
who support victims – charities such as
Medaille, NGOs, lawyers – and with survivors
themselves. Statutory bodies are duty-bound
to cooperate with me. But that’s as tough as my
powers get. I rely on the power of persuasion.

To what extent can you influence
government policy?
My job is to get as much accurate data,
facts and evidence about modern slavery
as possible and present it to government.
Ministers always listen to what I say. That
doesn’t mean, though, that they always do
what I want them to do!
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What do you hope to achieve through your
three years in office?

How does your previous service as a police
officer help you fulfil your current role?
A commissioner needs to know how the lawenforcement system works. Thirty-three years
of policing has taught me that. Over the years,
I had already worked with the key people in the
sector. This has proved very helpful.

Compared with being a police officer,
how frustrating is your job?
Some people think that modern slavery victims
should be treated according to human-rights
considerations rather than by criminal justice.
They think that a commissioner with a police
background will be favouring a criminal justice
approach. For me, this is not so. Both are
important. Human slavery is a human-rights
violation and we must bring traffickers to justice.
On a practical level, there are only eight people
on the staff. That limits what we can get done.

With only eight members of staff how can
you achieve this?
My approach is to partner with like-minded
people and agencies, such as universities,
NGOs and charities. My independent status
allows me to convene gatherings where
these issues are addressed. I am a prolific
letter writer and am constantly challenging
government ministers and organisations to
do more or to do better. Of course, I could use
more staff but the key is partnership.

Human trafficking is the world’s third
most lucrative crime after the drugs and
weapons trades. To what extent are you
fighting a losing battle?
As long as traffickers see high reward and low
risk, there will be a challenge. Globally, levels
of prosecutions have never been high and are
beginning to fall away. I am meeting with lead
prosecutors to find out reasons for this in the
UK. Additionally, Covid has caused a backlog
in the court system. Some cases are not being
listed for trial until 2022. This brings a new
challenge: how to keep a vulnerable witness
confident and feeling supported enough to
give evidence in 18 months time. That’s really
tough.

How do you see the role played by
charities, such as Medaille Trust?
As a government sub-contractor, Medaille has
a key role in the support of victims of modern
slavery. That’s the business. But it’s not what
Medaille does so much as how it does it that
is noteworthy. The values of the trust, the way
in which it is led, the way in which so many of
its support workers have a genuine care and
concern for the people they’re working with
is very impressive. Sometimes, that work is
tough – there may even be times when it feels
that no progress is being made – but I’d like
to reassure them that the way they support
the people with whom they work is making
a huge difference in their lives. It is very
impressive indeed.
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A taste
of home
Celebs and clients share a taste of home
Director of Fundraising and Engagement,
LEANNE HUBBARD, tells the story behind Medaille’s
freshly baked cookbook A Taste of Home
One of the great things about my job is that I
get to visit staff and clients in our safe houses.
Without fail, the first thing to greet me is the
tantalising aroma coming from the kitchen,
followed by the sounds of chatter and laughter.
During a visit last year, I was invited to a shared
lunch. How could I refuse! All morning, the
smells coming from the kitchen were amazing
and when I got to taste the food I was blown
away. It was delicious and like nothing I had
tasted before. I also noted that the clients were
very keen to talk about their food and share
their stories. I went away thinking about how
food and cooking play an important part in
people’s lives.
Over the following weeks, I received lots of
inspirational photos and stories from the safe
houses, as they harvested produce from their
allotments and celebrated birthdays and the
arrival of new babies. Time and again, the
reoccurring theme was food.
During last year’s conference, staff kept talking
about how cooking is an important ingredient
of a client’s recovery process. They confirmed
what I had seen – some of the most significant
moments of community within the houses
occur when clients from different parts of the
world share homeland dishes with each other.
In giving their new friends a little taste of home
they are unlocking happier memories from
when their lives were very different.
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We are delighted to offer you the
opportunity to own a copy of
A Taste Of Home.
As well as enjoying the colourful
recipes yourself, it will make an ideal
Christmas present.
All profits from the book go directly
to support victims of modern slavery
living in our safe houses.
To place an order, use the form on
page 12 of this magazine or via our
website medaille-trust.org.uk
To guarantee Christmas delivery,
please order before 15 December.
A Taste of Home is also available
as an ebook on Amazon for £6.99
(search using ‘Medaille Trust’).

That’s when it hit me. I had to find a way to
give our clients the opportunity to share their
wonderful recipes and stories, so the idea of
A Taste of Home was born.
I floated the idea to our safe houses. I couldn’t
believe the enthusiasm and generosity of our
clients in wanting to share their personal and
family recipes along with their stories.
I was delighted when journalist and broadcaster
Louise Hulland agreed to support and TV-chef
Ainsley Harriott offered one of his recipes.
After a lot of hard work and fantastic support
from the book’s editor Nigel Bovey and designer
Sam Moore, A Taste of Home is ready to share.
There is no other cookbook like A Taste of Home.
It is a truly unique publication that contains an
array of tantalising recipes, lovingly crafted
by survivors of modern slavery who live in our
safe houses. These are coupled with stories of
survival and insights into why these recipes are
so important to the contributors.
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Jakub’s journey…

GIVE HOPE THIS CHRISTMAS.
GRAB YOUR TASTE OF HOME NOW!
COMPLETE THE ORDER FORM
AND STAND BY FOR TASTE
SENSATIONS.
IF IT’S GOOD ENOUGH FOR
AINSLEY, WHAT ARE YOU
WAITING FOR?

A TASTE OF HOME
ORDER FORM
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Name
...............................................

Address (please print)
...............................................
...............................................
...............................................
...............................................

Postcode
...............................................

Telephone
...............................................

Email
...............................................

Number of copies @ £9.99 each, plus £1.40
p&p (UK and RoI) or £4.80 (international)
...............................................

Total amount paid by Bacs
...............................................

Total amount paid by cheque
...............................................
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HOW YOU CAN PAY
Email your order form to
comms@medaille-trust.org.uk
and make payment via Bacs
Medaille Trust
Account Number 43966674
Sort Code 20-25-29
Please mark your payment CB
and add your name eg CBfredbloggs
or
Send your order form and a cheque to:
Medaille Trust
c/o 32 Hawthorn Road
Melksham
SN12 7FT
Please make cheques payable
to Medaille Trust.
Please DO NOT send cash.
Medaille Trust
registered charity, number 1117830

Following the breakdown of his
marriage, Jakub found himself
homeless and living on the streets
in Poland. He was desperate for a
way out of the situation, when a
stranger offered him the chance to
travel to London.
With the promise of accommodation and a
job waiting for him, Jakub believed he had a
chance of starting a new life. Escorted by four
other Polish people, Jakub entered the UK via
the Eurotunnel. He was taken to the outskirts of
London and told to produce his passport. This
was promptly taken off him. He was then told
to open a bank account, which he did, but was
never allowed to access it.
There was a job for him – at a car wash. Here,
Jakub was forced to work 10 to 11 hours a day,
every day of the week. He never saw any of the
money he earned, as his wages were taken
from him. If he refused to work, he was abused
– verbally or physically. On one occasion,
his traffickers kicked him so hard that Jakub
suffered a broken arm and nose.

Homeless and alone in a foreign country,
Jakub felt hopeless. Not sure of where where
to go next, he walked into a police station and
told them about what had been happening.
From there, Jakub was brought to a Medaille
Trust safe house.
For seven months, through the input of
Medaille staff, Jakub received the support he
needed to recuperate and recover. He retrieved
his passport, accessed local services and
integrated into the local community.
At 58, Jakub’s dream was to return to his home
country. Through the assisted voluntary return
scheme – and with the help of a partner charity
in Poland – Jakub was reassured that he had a
support system in place to enable him to do so.
Reflecting on the way Medaille Trust supported
him, Jakub says: ‘All I can say is thank you.
The fact there are organisations like yours here
to help victims is all that we can ask for.’
Name changed for security reasons

Eventually, Jakub went to live in a flat above a
pub that was owned by the car wash owners.
Reported by a fellow resident for drinking
heavily, Jakub was kicked out onto the streets.
After a couple of weeks of being homeless,
Jakub returned to the car wash to get his
passport and was told that he would get it back
in return for one week’s work. A week later, he
was told that his passport had been stolen.
Jakub found himself living on the streets again.

Shutterstock picture
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It’s Christmas!
’Twas the night before Christmas and all
through the Medaille safe houses no one
was stirring, not even a mouse. As the dawn
breaks and the light floods on in, Medaille
clients witness the magic Christmas can bring.
Medaille staff and clients enjoy celebrating.
The best celebration of the year is Christmas,
when each of our seven services hosts a
Christmas dinner and party, complete with a
traditional roast and the giving of presents.
At the Southern Service, a Medaille Trust
Christmas is magical and powerful. The
power in our hearts is even more magical.
Our ability to love one another, to renew our
confidence and to bring hope into the lives of
others are the greatest gifts anyone can give
or receive.
Christmas party-planning starts in August.
We begin by setting the date, securing the
venue and organising the rota for the whole
Christmas period, as without staff and
volunteers we could not put on a wonderful
time for all our clients, their babies, and our
volunteers and helpers.
A local church raises funds and receives
donations at their Harvest festival. Each
parishioner takes along a gift to donate for
mums and babies. Such generosity and
wholehearted and open-handed kindness
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have always been unbelievable. We will be
forever grateful for their support.
During the seven years they have supported
us, we have always been able to give
unbelievable pleasure to more than 70
clients in the Christmas period alone.
We hold the party in a nearby Catholic retreat
house. It is a fabulous building and we
are given full use of the facilities and
industrial kitchen for the day.
We normally host around 30 guests in the
comfortable dining room, which has a most
amazing fireplace that is open and lit. The
meal and table decorations are provided
through a fund, to which we apply every year.
Naturally, Father Christmas finds time to make
a seasonal visit. Many of our clients have
never seen or heard of Santa, so this really
makes it a very special time for everyone.
Likewise, for many clients, it is their first
experience of a Christmas dinner and their
eyes light up at the feast laid before them.
The Christmas party is a wonderful time when
team members and friends reflect on the
past year. It also give us new memories, as
we experience the wonderful food, Santa’s
gifts and, most magical of all, the wide-eyed,
radiant smiles of our clients.

‘

I really enjoyed the
Christmas party. It took
place soon after I arrived
and just one month after my
baby was born. Everyone
was so helpful with my
baby, letting me eat without
having to hold him.
I met a lot of staff that I
hadn’t previously met and
everyone was so kind. It
was so helpful not to have
to think or worry about
anything and just enjoy
myself.

All of us girls got ready
together beforehand – doing
our hair and make-up, and
picking out our outfits. My
baby and I got so many
lovely presents. It was a
great day.
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Beatrice’s battles…

Please pledge your support and make a donation.
If you can, please

Beatrice grew up in Cameroon with
her parents and four younger brothers.
Beatrice’s childhood dream was to
be a doctor. Her parents were unable
to afford for her to attend university
to study medicine, so she chose a
course in biochemistry at the local
school. During her studies, Beatrice
was wrongly accused of theft. She
was thrown out of school and sent to
prison. Her dreams were shattered; her
life was in turmoil.
Traumatised and without hope for the future,
while in prison Beatrice was badly beaten and
sexually exploited. Upon her release, Beatrice’s
uncle offered her the opportunity of a new life in
another country. Beatrice jumped at the chance
and boarded a plane to the UK.
But this was not the fresh start she had hoped
for. Once in the UK, Beatrice was held hostage
and forced to work as a prostitute. For several
months, she was made to work long days,
servicing strangers for little, or no, pay. With
the help of one of her regular clients, Beatrice
managed to escape and was found by the
police.
Beatrice was referred to Medaille Trust and
is now living in safe accommodation and
receiving the care she needs to recover. Her
self-confidence has grown and she has returned
to her studies.
At 23 years old, Beatrice is now free from her
past and hopes to enrol at university to study
physiotherapy. She can now look forward to
what the future holds and finally realise her
childhood dream of helping other people.
Name changed for security reasons

. Thank you.

My details (please complete in block capitals)
Title:........................
First name or initial:.............................................................................................................................
Surname:.............................................................................................................................................
Home address:....................................................................................................................................
............................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................. Postcode:...........................................
Our Privacy Pledge: We will store your data securely and ensure the security of your data when
dealing with banks and the postal service. For more details, please read our privacy statement online:
medaille-trust.org.uk/legal/privacy-policy We are registered with the Fundraising Regulator.
I would like to make a donation of:
£200

£100

£50

£20

£10

Other £

Please make cheques payable to: Medaille Trust
I do not require an acknowledgement for this donation
Regular Giving
By completing the following section, your bank will pay us automatically.
You can donate monthly, quarterly or annually.
Please pay to: Medaille Trust Limited
Account No: 43966674 Sort code: 20-25-29
Barclays Bank, 31 High Row, Darlington DL3 7QS
The sum of £........................................................................................................................................
Each month / quarter / year (please circle) until further notice and debit my account
Account No:.........................................................................................................................................
Sort code:............................................................................................................................................
Starting on:..........................................................................................................................................
Signature:............................................................................................................................................
Date:....................................................................................................................................................
To the Manager (Bank name and address)
............................................................................................................................................................
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Boost your donation by 25p of Gif t Aid for every £1 you donate
Gif t Aid is reclaimed by the charity from the tax you pay for the current tax year.
Your address is needed to identify you as a current UK taxpayer (please complete on p17).
To gift-aid your donation, please tick this box:
I want to gift-aid my donation of £.......................................... and any donations I make in
the future or have made in the past four years to Medaille Trust.
I am a UK taxpayer. I understand that if I pay less income tax and/or capital gains tax than the
amount of Gif t Aid claimed on all my donations in that tax year, then I will be responsible for
paying any difference.
Please notify the charity if you:
• Want to cancel this declaration
• Change your name or home address
• No longer pay suf f icient tax on your income and/or capital gains
If you pay income tax at the higher or additional rate and want to receive the additional tax
relief due to you, you must include all your Gif t Aid donations on your self-assessment tax
return or ask HMRC to adjust your tax code.
Please detach this form and post to:
Medaille Trust, Cathedral Centre, 3 Ford Street, Salford M3 6DP

KEEP IN TOUCH (please tick if you’d like):
To receive free copies of our magazine in the post (three issues a year)
To receive our magazine via email (three issues a year)
My email address:.................................................................................................................................…
Information about how to get more involved with Medaille Trust
Information about leaving a legacy to Medaille Trust in your will
To be removed from our postal mailing list

or our email list

Help us light up
our safe houses
Be a
this Christmas
smarty!
This Christmas, will you
join us in the fight to combat
modern slavery and support
victims to become survivors?
Please help us light up our
safe houses at Christmas
by helping us give the gift
of hope.

Here’s a
fun-raising idea
that people of
all ages can can enjoy.
Fill a Smartie tube with coins and make a
client’s life sweeter.
Buy a tube of Smarties or tube of any
other Christmas sweets.
Eat them. What a treat but don’t forget
to share!

A donation of £50 could pay for all the
clients in one of our houses to enjoy a
Christmas movie night, full of traditional
treats

During Advent, pop your loose change
into the tube. (Folded bank notes also fit!)

£25 could buy a suitcase, enabling our
clients to carry their belongings when they
move on from our safe house to the next
stage of their survival journey

(Why not ask people in your bubble to join
in, too, and see who can raise the most.)

£20 could pay for a personalised coping
box filled with a selection of mindfulness
tools, including therapeutic worksheets,
colouring materials, lavender spray and
gratitude diaries
£15 could buy a gift card for a client
to treat themselves this Christmas
£10 could pay for a client to enjoy a
Christmas dinner with all the trimmings
£5 could pay for a top-up phone card for a
client to speak to faraway loved-ones
at Christmas

When the tube is full, count up the
contents and send us your donation.

Donations can be made:
• Online: medaille-trust.org.uk/donate
• Bacs: Medaille Trust, account number
43966674, sort code 20-25-29,
reference MTChristmas
• Post: Cheques payable to
‘Medaille Trust’ to Medaille Trust, 		
Cathedral Centre, 3 Ford Street, 		
Salford M3 6DP
Please include your name and address.
Don’t forget to email or tweet us to tell us
how much you have collected and share
any fun-raising photos you have taken.

Thank you for your kind donations and continued support.
Please know that every £ makes a difference.
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